Introduction
MANET transmission is one type of transmission strategy which affects the distribution of energy consumption in MAUC environment [2] . Within this type of transmission, a pertinent feature is node density. Three previous studies were made to find the particular trend/models depicting energy savings achievable [14] [15] [16] . A fourth study was made to depict the overall node extra energy savings achievable against direct node-tonode transmission in MANET (OLNTNES) compared to the theoretical/empirical models derived in simulations. The model put forward for metric OLNTNES was the normal distribution model of form:
F(x)=b*(1/(a*sqrt(2*pi)))*exp(-(x-c) 2 /2*a*a)
Here also, just like in two previous paper [31, 32] , the equation of the model involves three parameters: a, b and c. The difference, again, is that these parameters are of different values. The next milestone in this research for metric OLNTNES is to study the mathematical modelling of the parameters of the equation obtained above and successively deriving the model of variation of each parameter.
The key contributions of this paper is the establishment of the trend of variation for each parameter of the equation of the normal distribution model for metric OLNTNES presented in previous paper [17] . Reuse of tabular data in Table 1 in that paper [17] covering node numbers 7 until 56 is made here. The mathematical methods produced here will assist designers in better understanding the evolution and predictability of ubicomp features in such a fashion that it can be easily implemented into a software program for future adaptability requirements in ubicomp. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2-Parameter Trend Analysis-Metric OLNTNES, section 3-Conclusion and References.
Parameter Trend AnalysisMetric OLNTNES.
2.0 General Procedure Adopted. The tabulated data for each parameter of equation of model for OLNTNES is plotted on gnuplot over Linux. Graphical analysis using smooth bezier support and "fit" command is performed. General observations, for each such graph obtained is reported. Again, various equations of fit are attempted and their summary report is presented for parameters of metric OLNTNES.
Ultimately, choice is made considering firstly the value of least reduced chi-square and secondly most plausible extendability produced at node numbers 80, 100 and 120. Finally, the values of parameters for each OLNTNES parameter of equation is also noted.
Trend Analysis -OLNTNES parameter "a".
Basically the curve obtained depicts an exponential decreasing trend.
Figure 1: OLNTNES parameter a
The potentially applicable equations are: 
Trend Analysis -OLNTNES parameter "b".
A similar trend as observed for OLNTNES parameter a, is observed here.
Trend Analysis -OLNTNES parameter "c".
Generally the curve shows exponential decrease.
Figure 3: OLNTNES parameter c
The potentially applicable equations are:
Proc 
Conclusion.
This piece of research was aimed at and has developed the applicable models of trends of the parameters of equations for the metric OLNTNES in a MANET topography of 300 x 300 m 2 . The models put forward comprise of complex mathematical equations and these will assist in studying MANETs for MAUC environment from a software engineering point of view. These mathematical procedure can be used to formulate computational algorithms to be integrated in software simulators for appropriate studies of MANET evolutions. The experiment concerned here was also carried out in NS-2 over Linux. The plottings and "fit" attempts were carried out in gnuplot. Criteria used for evaluating best fit are reduced chi-square values and best extendability of equations obtained.
Assumptions stated in previous paper [17] are maintained here also. Gnuplot is also acknowledged as appropriate in the sense that gnuplot constitutive constructs and accuracy levels it works with are not criticised here.
Further work identified remain: formulating methods of predictability for metric OLNTNES and its trend and reporting observations of certain critical values identified. 
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